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Abstract

The design of bending-active structures is a challenging problem, due to the

high non-linearity of the activation process, the coupling between member siz-

ing, structural shape and the deformability and buckling sensitivity inherent

in the resulting lightweight con�gurations. Due to the large number of form-

�nding variables, the choice of member sizing is one of the main di�culties at

the conceptual phase. In this paper, authors propose a design tool to generate

e�cient structural con�gurations for braced bending-active tied arches using

multi-objective optimization strategies. Initially, a non-linear FE analysis is

performed for each plausible con�guration and at each generation of the opti-

mization algorithm. In a second step, a genetic algorithm classi�es the solutions

and establishes new structural con�gurations according to best performance.

Solutions are evaluated in terms of stresses in the active member and cables,

and maximum de�ections, as required by design codes for pedestrian bridges.

Results are given in terms of non-dimensional parameters, in order to make

them applicable to a wide variety of scales.
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1. Introduction

Active bending is currently attracting considerable attention as an exper-

imental typology for lightweight structures, both in research and practice. It

constitutes a structural type in which certain �exible structural members are

initially bent into curved shapes and then stabilized by additional cables or5

structural elements to form a complete structural system. Since the construc-

tion of the Mannheim Multihalle (1976) [1], a number of dome-shaped grid-

shells have been built; many of them as temporary or experimental structures

[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. However, the literature on their structural performance

and e�ciency in relation to their shape and member sizing is still limited.10

When designing bending-active structures, a compromise between sti�ness

and �exibility must be found. Curved members must be slender enough to keep

activation stresses low. However, designing with very slender members may

lead to structures with low sti�ness. Indeed, many bending-active gridshells

take advantage of double curvature to limit their deformability. For structures15

that need to support heavier loads, such as footbridges, the design space may be

very limited, and this explains why there are very few bending-active examples.

Lienhard [10] studied the e�ciency of elastica-shaped arches with di�erent

rise-to-span ratios subject to simple loading patterns. Douthe [11] analyzed the

practicality of di�erent materials for active grid-shell members in accordance20

with their strength and sti�ness. The authors [12] analyzed the response of

circular and elastica-shaped active arches subject to a point load, and quanti�ed

the relation between geometric sti�ness, tangent sti�ness and the rise-to-span

ratio for di�erent values of rod slenderness. More recently, the authors presented

[13, 14] a preliminary study of the performance and practicality of bending-25

active tied arches with bracing. This involves simple planar structures composed

of a continuous �exible member that is activated by the action of main cables

pulling at both ends of the rod, and secondary struts that deviate the main

cable and act at certain points along the rod (Fig. 1).

Sakai et al. [15] presented a methodology to design gridshells using elastica-30
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shaped arches. This contribution is worth highlighting because it is novel work

in the implementation of optimization techniques to achieve e�cient systems

for bending-active structures. The optimization approach is aimed at obtaining

structural con�gurations with small interaction forces between beam elements

at joints.35

Figure 1: Bending-active tied arch

The interest of simple arches with bracing lies in their capacity as resistant

schemes to design lightweight pedestrian bridges [9] or roo�ng applications [16].

Using this experimental structural scheme, the authors have designed and built

a 5 m long prototype of an experimental lightweight footbridge (Fig. 2). The

system is composed of a pair of planar bending-active tied arches that are in-40

dependently activated and connected by hinged links at the level of the main

cable and horizontal struts at the level of the rods [17].

The results obtained for the performance of bending-active tied arches systems

for pedestrian bridge applications show that the region of the design space where45

solutions comply with the design constraints is fairly limited, due primarily to

the magnitude of the design loads and the tight limitations on stress and de-

�ection posed by codes. Solutions are dominated by instability in the active

members, minimum stresses in cables after activation and maximum allowable

de�ections for the serviceability limit state.50

In previous work [14], the authors carried out a series of simulations using

speci�c sizes of members and material properties, for a certain length ratio be-

tween deviators. However, the results obtained from this study are not generally
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Figure 2: Experimental lightweight footbridge based on the active bending principle

applicable to bending-active tied arches with di�erent geometries and member

proportioning, since it would be necessary to replicate the numerical experi-55

ments for every potential structural con�guration. Due to the large number

of form-�nding parameters, and the restrictive limitations posed by codes, the

determination of the best structural con�guration is a challenging process.

In this paper, the authors propose a design tool to obtain e�cient structural

con�gurations for bending-active tied arches using multi-objective optimization60

strategies. In a �rst step, plausible random con�gurations are generated by the

combination of di�erent form-�nding parameters. In a second step, such con-

�gurations are simulated using a non-linear analysis software for the tensioning

process, and subject to the serviceability and ultimate limit state in accordance

with the limitations posed by the Eurocode for footbridges. In a third step, a65

genetic algorithm classi�es the solutions and establishes new structural con�g-

uration according to best performance. Finally, results are given in terms of

non-dimensional parameters, which make them applicable to a wide variety of

scales and cross-sectional sizes.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In section 2 the problem is introduced70

and the considered variables in the multi-objective optimization method are

detailed. In section 3 the genetic algorithm is described and a sensitivity study is
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carried out to calibrate the method. The results obtained after the optimization

process are shown in section 4. In section 5 the solution is analyzed from a

structural point of view. Finally, conclusions are outlined in section 6.75

2. Problem description

This study focuses on symmetric bending-active tied arches with three equally

spaced deviators, which remain perpendicular to the rod no matter whether

they work under compression or tension. The following common parameters

have been considered: the upper rod is a 4 m long continuous member with cir-80

cular hollow cross-section; cables are modelled using solid cross-sections �which

are equivalent to the cross-sectional area of a wire rope� and are not continu-

ous; therefore, cable forces can be di�erent in each cable segment; deviators are

modelled as rigid bodies. The design of deviators is beyond the scope of the

present study. They should be de�ned in a second stage once the shape of the85

structure and the equilibrium forces are obtained. The material properties of

the rod and cables are shown in Table 1, where E is the elastic modulus and fu

is the ultimate strength of the selected material.

Element Material E (MPa) fu (MPa)

Rods GFRP 30 000 400

Cables Steel 110 000 1570

Table 1: Material properties

There are �ve main form-�nding parameters in this problem: the size and

cross-sectional shape of the rod, the diameter of the cables and the deviator90

lengths at midspan and at quarters. To populate the data set of the multi-

objective optimization problem, some of these parameters are introduced as

non-dimensional variables. In the following, the input variables are detailed:

� The diameter and thickness of the circular hollow cross-section of the rod

are given by the selected outer De and inner Di diameters. The outer95
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diameter can vary from s/20 to s/8, where s is the length of the rod

segment between deviators; the inner radius is given by the ratio Di/De,

which can vary from 0.2 to 0.8. These limitations allow to get light active-

members without risk of local buckling or crushing under the e�ect of

external loads.100

� The length of the deviator at midspan hm can range from L/15 to L/5,

where L is the developed length of the rod. The length of the devia-

tors at quarter-points hq is de�ned by means of the ratio hq/hm. These

geometrical constraints are selected from an aesthetic point of view.

� The diameter of cables d is given in terms of cable-rod slenderness ratio105

λ̄c/λ̄. The de�nition of slenderness is inherited from the expression of

mechanical slenderness stated in the Eurocode 3 (see equation (6.5) in

[18]). The slenderness of the rod is de�ned as λ̄ = s
π

√
A
I

√
fu
E , where A

is the cross-sectional area, I is the moment of inertia, fu is the ultimate

strength of the selected material and E is its elastic modulus. The cable110

slenderness parameter is characterized as λ̄c = s
d

√
fus
Es

, where fus and Es

are the ultimate strength and elastic modulus of the steel respectively.

Using the cable-rod slenderness ratio λ̄c/λ̄ as a parameter to de�ne the

size of the cable makes it possible to avoid con�gurations with oversized

or undersized diameters with respect to the size of the rod, which is unde-115

sirable for the global behavior of the structure [14]. For example, Fig. 3

shows two con�gurations with the same rod slenderness value λ̄ = 1.5 but

with di�erent cable-rod slenderness ratios λ̄c/λ̄, which correpond with the

lower and upper bounds 5 and 15 respectively.

Table 2 summarizes the bounds chosen for the form-�nding parameters (Fig.120

4).

The design of the bending-active tied arch must also meet the functional re-

quirements for footbridges posed by codes. Therefore, the analysis is restricted

to arches with a rise-to-span ratio f/a close to 6% (Fig. 4). This value corre-

sponds with the maximum allowable gradient of the deck.125
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Con�gurations with the same rod slenderness λ̄ = 1.5 and di�erent cable-rod

slenderness ratios: a) λ̄c/λ̄ = 5 and b) λ̄c/λ̄ = 15

Variable Lower bound Upper bound

hm L/15 L/5

hq/hm 0.3 1

De s/20 s/8

Di/De 0.2 0.8

λ̄c/λ̄ 5 15

Table 2: Upper and lower bounds for the input variables in the multi-objective optimization

method

The design and analysis of bending-active structures must be evaluated at

two di�erent stages: the activation phase and the serviceability limit state. The

�rst corresponds to the tensioning process, where elastic members such as rods

or beams, which are initially straight and unstressed (Fig. 5), are bent by

introducing a force T 0 in the outer cable (Fig. 4). Perpendicularity between130

rod and deviators is achieved by selecting the corresponding force T 1 [14].

During this phase, there is a strong interaction among member sizes, tension-

ing forces and material properties, involving large displacements and rotations of

Figure 4: De�nition of the input parameters
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Figure 5: Initial �at state before the tensioning process

the rod cross-sections. In previous work [14], the authors proved that activation

forces can be obtained by the relation

T 0 =

(
π

lc

)2

EI (1)

where lc acts as a shape parameter and the bending sti�ness of the rod EI

determines the magnitude of the activation force T 0. Therefore, the shape of

the arch can be adjusted independently of the member sizes by keeping constant

the relation (
π

lc

)2

(2)

Non-linear analysis is required in order to simulate the tensioning process, since

the equilibrium con�guration cannot be de�ned 'a priori'. Simulations have

been carried out using the non-linear Finite Element (FE) software SOFiSTiK.

With the aim of obtaining self-stressed con�gurations with a particular rise-135

to-span ratio f/a, each �at con�guration is simulated for four values of acti-

vation forces given by the bending sti�ness of the rod EI and four shape pa-

rameters lc, which remain constant for all the experiments (Fig. 6). Secondly,

the closest solution to the desired non-dimensional shape ratio f/a is selected.

After activation, stresses in the rod are evaluated at midspan using the axial140

force and bending moment. Stresses in the cables are also quanti�ed.

The second consideration in the design of bending-active structures is the

serviceability limit state. To achieve this a distributed load corresponding to

40% of the 5 kN/m2 service load is applied according to the loading model for

footbridges posed by the Eurocode [19]. De�ections are calculated at midspan145

(Dm) and at quarters (Dq) using two loading patterns.
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(a)
(
π
lc

)2
= 1

4
(b)

(
π
lc

)2
= 1

3

(c)
(
π
lc

)2
= 1

2
(d)

(
π
lc

)2
= 1

Figure 6: Self-stressed con�gurations for di�erent activation forces T 0 given by the shape

parameter
(
π
lc

)2
and the mechanical properties of the rod EI

The �rst is a symmetric uniform load on a width chosen to be 10% of the

developed length of the rod (Fig. 7). The second is a non-symmetric uniform

load on half-span with the same width (Fig. 8).

For the evaluation of the ultimate limit state, the characteristic load value150

5 kN/m2 is multiplied by the partial factor for actions γ = 1.35 [19].

Normal forces and bending moments are assessed in the rod at midspan con-

sidering the symmetric loading pattern and performing a FE non-linear analysis.

Due to the lightness of this kind of structures, the e�ects caused by the

self-weight can be neglected in the simulations. This simpli�es the analysis and155

allows to be isolated the e�ect of external loads.

Elevation

Plan view

Figure 7: Symmetric loading pattern
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Elevation

Plan view

Figure 8: Non-symmetric loading pattern

3. The multi-objective optimization problem

The computational framework presented in this paper combines two tech-

niques to obtain e�cient structural con�gurations: a non-linear FE analysis and

a genetic algorithm. The process starts with the de�nition of the set of feasible160

solutions (population). Individuals are randomly initialized and composed of

�ve genes that correspond to the form-�nding parameters described in Table 2.

Secondly, a non-linear FE analysis is performed for each individual and in each

generation, in order to evaluate the structural response of the tied arch. Finally,

the genetic algorithm carries out �tness-based selection and recombination to165

produce the next generation of suitable structural con�gurations (Fig. 9).

3.1. Fitness

In the design of bending-active structures, the selection of member propor-

tions determines the behavior of the whole structure. Oversized cable cross-

sections can lead to insu�cient stress at the activation stage, and undersized170

cross-sections may result in an excessively �exible system. The active member

is required to be slender enough to keep stresses low after activation. Moreover,

oversized rod cross-sections lead to heavy solutions that are not interesting from

an aesthetic point of view. To satisfy these requirements, four �tness objectives

(cost functions) are considered in the proposed multi-objective minimization175
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Initial population

Structural evaluation
Non-linear analysis 
using a FE software

Fitness-based selection

Recombination

Crossover MutationElitism

 Next population

Figure 9: Flowchart of the design method
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problem to evaluate each structural con�guration. Fitness function depends

on: a) the utilization ratio of the rod for the ultimate limit state RULS ; b) the

utilization ratio of cables after activation and for the serviceability limit state

CFF−SLS , where the resulting cable cross-section should be capable of reaching

at least 10% of the maximum allowable stress after activation, and at most 70%180

under service loads; c) the maximum de�ection at midspan Dm and at quarters

Dq for serviceability limit state DSLS , with the ratio L/1200 as the target ac-

cording to codes for footbridge applications; and d) the weight of the rod and

cablesW to guide the process towards structural con�gurations that are as light

as possible.185

The utilization ratio of the rod has been calculated according to EN 1993-1-1

(see Eurocode 3, Eq. 62.2 [18]). The expression reads as follows:

N

Nu
+

M

Mu
(3)

where N andM are the axial force and bending moment respectively, produced

either by the bending of an initial straight rod during the tensioning process or

the application of external design loads; Nu andMu are the design values of the

ultimate axial forces and bending moments respectively, without considering

buckling reduction factors. For cables, the expression is simpli�ed due to the

absence of bending moments:
N

Nu
(4)

The �tness score of each individual (i) and at each generation (t) is obtained

as the weighted summation of the �tness functions (eq. 5). The weight for each

�tness function has been selected according to the relative importance of the

variables, de�ned by the authors (Fig. 10). The part of the �tness score related

to serviceability limit state Fc (DSLS), has been obtained as the equally weighted190

summation of the �tness function Fc (Dl,p) for each non-dimensional de�ection

Dl,p considering the di�erent loading patterns (symmetric and non-symmetric)
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and positions (at midspan and at quarters) (eq.6).

Fitnessti = 0.4Fa (RULS) + 0.1Fb (CFF−SLS) +

+ 0.25Fc (DSLS) + 0.25Fd (W )
(5)

Fc (DSLS) =
1

4
Fc1 (Dq,sym) +

1

4
Fc2 (Dm,sym) +

+
1

4
Fc3 (Dq,asym) +

1

4
Fc4 (Dm,asym)

(6)

0 0.9 1 1.50.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fa

0, if RULS ≤ 0.9

100 (RULS − 0.9)4 , if RULS > 0.9

0 0.1 0.7 10.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fb


1000 (0.1 − CFF )3 , if CFF < 0.1

0, if 0.1 ≤ CFF ≤ 0.7

100 (CFF − 0.7)4 , if CFF > 0.7

0 0.1 0.7 10.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fc

0, if Dl.p ≤ L
1200

5 · 106
(
Dl,p − L

1200

)3
, if Dl,p >

L
1200

Fd = 1.25W with W in kN/m

Figure 10: Fitness functions considered in the multi-objective optimization problem

3.2. Selection

The selection component is based on the so-called proportional selection195

technique [20]. This selection strategy allocates each individual a probability of
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being selected, proportional to its relative �tness score, which is computed by

dividing the �tness of each individual by the sum of all �tness values, normalizing

to 1. Since the optimization method is a minimization problem, we cannot apply

this technique directly. Instead we use 1 − fitness, so that individuals with a200

lower �tness score will be more likely to be chosen as a parent. Using this

technique, the best individuals can be selected multiple times for breeding.

3.3. Recombination and evolution

Among existing crossover techniques, the one-point crossover has been im-

plemented in this research. Every pair of parents are each cut at a random205

position (crossover point) and the genes on one side of the crossover point are

swapped to generate two new individuals [21]. After recombination, each indi-

vidual has a 40% probability of mutation (see section 3.4). In this case, one of

its genes, randomly selected, adopts a new value within the initial prede�ned

bounds. This technique introduces diversity into the population, which pre-210

vents the algorithm from becoming trapped in a local minimum [22]. Finally,

the successor population is generated using replacement with elitism, where the

best individual from the current population is carried over unaltered to the next

generation.

The genetic algorithm iterates until it reaches a con�guration whose �tness215

score remains unimproved for at least 100 consecutive iterations.

3.4. Sensitivity study

To improve the genetic algorithm performance, a sensitivity study has been

carried out to determine an e�cient set of genetic algorithm parameters. The set

of experiments obtain the optimum population size and probability of mutation.220

It has been considered that all �tness functions are equally weighted and a

maximum number of iterations of 300. In Table 3, it can be observed that

setting a large population does not lead to a better solution. On the other

hand, with small populations, a probability of mutation close to 40% o�ers the

best outcome. In addition, setting small populations is advantageous from the225

point of view of reducing the computational cost.
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Experiment Population Mutation [%] Fitness300i

E1 25 0 0.0200

E2 25 30 0.0155

E3 25 40 0.0151

E4 25 50 0.0156

E5 50 40 0.0156

E6 100 30 0.0154

E7 100 40 0.0155

Table 3: Experiments to select the population size and probability of mutation

4. Results

Results are given in terms of non-dimensional parameters and shown graph-

ically to better understand the evolution of the form-�nding variables through

the multi-objective optimization process. Figure 11 shows the range of genome230

values for the initial population considered in the problem, which has been ran-

domly de�ned using a Sobol sequence [23]. This method distributes the points

evenly and uniformly. Figure 11 a) depicts the length of the central deviator

and the length ratio between deviators; Figure 11 b) provides information about

the cross-section of the rod; Figure 11 c) establishes the member ratio between235

rod and cables. In Figure 12, the population distribution and the results ob-

tained (red points) are shown at iteration number 500, which satis�es the design

constraints.
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Figures 13 and 14 show the evolution of the �tness function and the di�erent

evaluated utilization ratios during the multi-objective optimization process.240

s

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: Initial population

s

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12: Distribution of the population and results (red points) at �nal iteration

Table 4 shows the form-�nding variables obtained at di�erent stages of the

multi-objective optimization process with geometries shown in Figure 15. Tables

5 and 6 show the utilization ratios of the rod and cables and the maximum span-

de�ection ratios for the structural solution reached in the optimization process.245

Iter Fitness hm/s hq/hm λ̄ Di/De λ̄c

a) 1 0.0549 0.393 0.925 1.767 0.673 8.47

b) 5 0.0268 0.595 0.697 2.404 0.575 8.47

c) 150 0.0149 0.448 0.697 1.887 0.701 7.28

d) 500 0.0148 0.447 0.697 1.891 0.695 7.26

Table 4: Form-�nding variables for di�erent con�gurations
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Figure 13: Evolution of the �tness function

Figure 14: Utilization ratios of the rod and cables after activation (FF) and for the ultimate

limit state (ULS)
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(a) Iteration number 1
(b) Iteration number 5

(c) Iteration number 150 (d) Iteration number 500

Figure 15: Con�guration for bending-active tied arches at di�erent iterations

After activation ULS

Rod Cable Rod Cable

0.3529 0.0771 0.9551 0.2233

Table 5: Utilization ratios of the rod and cables for the solution reached

As can be seen from the results shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6 the genetic

algorithm evolves towards e�cient solutions characterized by active members

with moderate values of slenderness, minimal cross-sections for the ultimate

limit state of the structure and cable cross-sections slightly oversized, that pro-

vide the required global sti�ness to the tied arch, at the expense of a low, but250

su�cient, cable stress after activation (Fig. 14).

SLS [mm]

Dq,sym Dm,sym Dq,asym Dm,asym

2.88 3.30 0.83 2.70

Table 6: Maximum de�ections (in mm) for the solution reached
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Regarding the cross-sectional shape of the rod, the genetic algorithm tends

to converge on solutions with ratios Di/De ≈ 0.6. This value maximizes the

sti�ness and minimizes the cross-sectional area, which favors light structural

schemes and supports the assumption made in previous work [14].255

The evaluation of the stress in the �exible member after activation is an-

other important aspect in the design of bending-active structures. High stresses

can lead to the emergence of long-term strains due to creep in GFRP materi-

als. Consequently, stresses after activation should be within 30% - 60% of the

maximum allowable stress to avoid this phenomenon [10, 11]. In the solution260

obtained, stresses in the rod after activation are limited to 35% of the allowable

stress, which is a moderate and desirable value. For the evaluation of de�ections

the limitation posed by the Eurocode for footbridges has been considered. The

maximum value for de�ections must be lower than L/1200, where L is the span

length. In the solution reached, the active member is 4 m long L and maxi-265

mum de�ections are shown in Table 6. For each value, the limitation L/1200 is

ful�lled.

The outcomes of the experiment are expressed in terms of non-dimensional

parameters. In previous work [14], authors show that, for a given member

cross-section, outcomes can be generalized for �exible members of any length270

and sti�ness, as long as: the shape of the bending-active arch is equivalent.

This means that the deviators are equally spaced and perpendicular to the rod;

deviator at midspan are 44% of the developed length of the rod; the length of

the other two is 70% of the central deviator (Table 4, con�guration C) and the

relation between external loads remains constant. For example, for the design275

of a footbridge consisting of a 12 m long continuous active member with a rise-

to-span ratio f/a of 6%, according to the rod slenderness (1.891) and cable

slenderness (13.728) obtained in the study, the tied arch can be built using a

circular hollow cross-section with an outer diameter of 190 mm and a thickness

of 30 mm and a steel cable with a diameter of 26 mm.280
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5. Structural analysis and veri�cation

From a structural point of view, it is crucial to understand why the obtained

solution is optimal. This section aims to explain why the algorithm tends to

this con�guration and how the form-�nding parameters in�uence the structural

behavior of the solution. For that purpose, the analysis focuses on the �nal285

solution after 500 iterations. In order to better understand the outcomes, the

optimal solution is compared with a 'bad' solution (�rst iteration of the algo-

rithm). In this way, it is possible to appreciate the improvement of the structural

solution.

Among the di�erent form-�nding parameters, the length of the deviators290

are the most critical to the behavior of the whole structure. Comparing the

structure with a truss girder, the length of the deviator at midspan de�nes the

height of the beam, which directly in�uences the overall sti�ness of the system.

As expected, higher values of the deviator length at midspan lead to smaller

de�ections (Figs. 16 and 17).

Figure 16: Vertical de�ections (mm) due to the non-symmetric loading pattern for the ser-

viceability limit state (optimal solution)

295

Another important aspect is the ratio between deviator lengths hq/hm. Fig-

ures 18 and 19 show the bending moments in the rod obtained from a FE model

at the form-�nding stage. As can be seen, for a ratio hq/hm ≈ 0.7, the maximum

value for the bending moment is located at midspan, where higher curvatures

are expected, and decreases gradually until zero at the ends. This behavior is300

the expected structural response in elastica-shaped active arches.
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Figure 17: Vertical de�ections (mm) due to the non-symmetric loading pattern for the ser-

viceability limit state (bad solution)

Figure 18: Bending momentsM (kN.m) in the rod due to activation process (optimal solution)

Figure 19: Bending moments M (kN.m) in the rod due to activation process (bad solution)
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As can be observed in Figures 20 and 21, the ratio between deviator lengths

hq/hm also in�uences their behavior. For example, in the con�guration corre-

sponding to the 'bad' solution (Fig. 21), the deviator at midspan works under

tension, and it could therefore be replaced by a cable. However, this struc-305

tural scheme is not the most e�cient to bear the action of the design loads

posed by the Eurocode for footbridges. Therefore, it seems desirable to obtain

con�gurations where deviators work under compression.

Figure 20: Axial forces N (kN) in the rod and deviators due to activation process (optimal

solution)

Figure 21: Axial forces N (kN) in the rod and deviators due to activation process (bad

solution)

The selection of the cables is also crucial in the behavior of the whole struc-

ture. As mentioned in the previous section, solutions are characterized by cable310

cross-sections slightly oversized. The optimization method evolves towards solu-

tions where cables are designed to avoid cable slackness and provide maximum

sti�ness to the whole system, since higher values of cable-rod slenderness ratio

lead to larger de�ections [14].
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Regarding the cross-sectional shape of the rod, a compromise between a high315

sti�ness and minimum cross-sectional area has been reached. As can be seen

in Figures 22 and 23, for the ultimate limit state, stresses produced by bending

moments play a more prominent part. However, the e�ect of axial force cannot

be neglected due to their contribution to the buckling of the rod segments.

In addition, other local phenomena such as crushing or local buckling must320

be avoided. As expected, the optimization method has driven towards a high

value of rod slenderness, reducing as much as possible the external diameter and

optimizing the thickness to get an utilization ratio close to 1 (0.9551).

Figure 22: Bending moments M (kN.m) in the rod due to the design loads for the ultimate

limit state (optimal solution)

Figure 23: Axial forces N (kN) in the rod due to the design loads for the ultimate limit state

(optimal solution)
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6. Concluding remarks

The design of bending-active structures is a challenging problem. The high325

non-linearity of the activation process, the coupling between member sizing and

their high �exibility make it di�cult to design this kind of structures e�ciently.

This paper presents a design tool based on multi-objective optimization for

obtaining e�cient structural con�gurations for bending-active tied arches, ex-

perimental resistant schemes to design lightweight pedestrian bridges or roo�ng330

applications. The structural optimization has been carried out by a genetic al-

gorithm, in which each plausible structural con�guration has been evaluated in

terms of stresses in the active member and cables, maximum de�ections for ser-

viceability limit state and lightness of the structure, according to the limitations

posed by the Eurocode for footbridges. A sensitivity analysis was carried out to335

improve the performance of the genetic algorithm. It is worth highlighting that

it leads to genetic algoritms with small population sizes, which is also advanta-

geous to reduce the computational cost of the simulations. Results are given in

terms of non-dimensional parameters to make them applicable to the design of

bending-active structures of any size and sti�ness. Results show that solutions340

are mainly dominated by the magnitude of the design loads and limitations for

de�ections for the serviceability limit state. Less restrictive limitations or a

di�erent structural application such as roo�ng module would allow for wider

design alternatives. Section 4 shows an example based on the scalability of the

solution. Finally, in section 5 the optimal solution reached by the algorithm has345

been analyzed and veri�ed from a structural point of view.

Replication of results

This section shows the core of the PYTHON code developed by the authors

for the genetic algorithm presented in this paper. Prior to run the code, each

solution must be evaluated by the FE software SOFiSTiK, which allows to350

import text data from external tools to build the numerical models. The inputs

for the genetic algorithm are given as:
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� l is a number and represents the length of the rod.

� s represents the length of the rod segments between deviators. In this

paper this parameter is de�ned as l/4.355

� sol_per_pop is a number and indicates the size of the population.

� pop must be introduced as a list. It contains the form-�nding variables for

each individual of the population.

� fitness is a list. It contains the �tness values of the individuals.

Each part of the code is identi�ed by labels to facilitate the reference with360

the corresponding section in the paper. The original code reads as:

import numpy as np

def roulette_selection(l, s, sol_per_pop, pop, �tness):

#Fitness proportioning

o�spring = numpy.empty((sol_per_pop, pop.shape[1]))365

�tness_inv = [numpy.sum(�tness)−�tness[i] for i in range(len(�tness))]

�tness_inv_sum = numpy.sum(�tness_inv)

�tness_proportion = �tness_inv/�tness_inv_sum

intervals = []370

summ = 0

for i in range(sol_per_pop):

k = �tness_proportion[i]+ summ

intervals.append(k)

summ = k375

#Selecting parents

for i in range(sol_per_pop):

roulette = numpy.random.uniform(low=0, high=1, size=1)

ParentA_index = 0380
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for j in range(len(intervals)):

if roulette <= intervals[ParentA_index]:

break

else:

ParentA_index = ParentA_index+1385

roulette = numpy.random.uniform(low=0, high=1, size=1)

ParentB_index = 0

for j in range(len(intervals)):

if roulette <= intervals[ParentB_index]:390

break

else:

ParentB_index = ParentB_index+1

while ParentB_index == ParentA_index:395

roulette = numpy.random.uniform(low=0, high=1, size=1)

ParentB_index = 0

for j in range(len(intervals)):

if roulette <= intervals[ParentB_index]:

break400

else:

ParentB_index = ParentB_index+1

#Crossover

CO_num = numpy.uint8(numpy.random.uniform(low=1, high=len(405

pop[0]), size=1))

crossover_point = CO_num[0]

o�spring[i, 0:crossover_point] = pop[int(ParentA_index), 0:

crossover_point]410
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o�spring[i, crossover_point:] = pop[int(ParentB_index),

crossover_point:]

#Mutation

for i in range(sol_per_pop):415

#40% −> high 1−11

dice = numpy.uint8(numpy.random.uniform(low=1, high=11), size

=1)

if dice <= 4:

print("mut")420

mu_num = numpy.uint8(numpy.random.uniform(low=0, high=

len(pop[0]), size=1))

mutation_point = mu_num[0]

if mutation_point == 0:

o�spring[i, mutation_point] = numpy.random.uniform(l/15, l425

/5, 1)

elif mutation_point == 1:

o�spring[i, mutation_point] = numpy.random.uniform(0.3, 1,

1)

elif mutation_point == 2:430

o�spring[i, mutation_point] = numpy.random.uniform(s/20, s

/8, 1)

elif mutation_point == 3:

o�spring[i, mutation_point] = numpy.random.uniform(0.2,

0.8, 1)435

elif mutation_point == 4:

o�spring[i, mutation_point] = numpy.random.uniform(5, 15,

1)

#Elitism440
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index_elitism = numpy.where(�tness == numpy.min(�tness))

index_elitism = index_elitism[0][0]

o�spring[sol_per_pop−1] = pop[index_elitism]

return o�spring

Once the genetic algorithm generates the new structural con�gurations, the445

process starts again performing a non-linear analysis for each individual using

SOFiSTiK.
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